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Working with text

I Real nightmare
I Lot of data (e.g. books, chats, tweets, etc.)
I Number of languages ∼ 6500
I Number of really spoken languages?

I According to Wikipedia 100th language has 7.5million native
speakers

I Wikipedia with at least 100 pages: 282 languages

I Writing: left to right, right to left, symbols (Chinese)



Encoding text
I ASCII table: American Standard Code for Information

Interchange
I 8 bit: 256 different possibilities



Encoding text

I ASCII table: American Standard Code for Information
Interchange

I 8 bit: 256 different possibilities
I Latin-1: ä,ö,ü,û,à
I Latin-2: á,ő,Ű,í
I Unicode: 16 bit characters → died before it could live, but still

exists!
I Encoding: utf-8: Special characters:



Lucky world

I English is just the perfect choice
I Short words
I No fusion or hardly any conjugation
I Very few letters, and all are available as simple ascii



Make the computer understand the text

I Analyze the word (problems with same form) e.g. leaves (what
trees have and what someone does at the end of the class)

I Get meaning → stem
I Always use purpose made tool on you own language

(hunmorph for Hungarian)
echo "alkalmatlanok" | ./src/wrappers/ocamorph/ocamorph \
--aff ../morphdb.hu/morphdb_hu.aff \
--dic ../morphdb.hu/morphdb_hu.dic
> alkalmatlanok
alkalmatlan/NOUN<PLUR>
alkalmatlan/ADJ<PLUR>
alkalom/NOUN[NEG_ATTRIB]/ADJ<PLUR>
alkalom/NOUN[NEG_ATTRIB]/ADJ<PLUR>



Words to vector

Mikolov et al. 2013
I Try to predict parts of text
I Take sentences
I consider 5 word grams
I encode them using one hot encoding



Words prediction

I Word is determined by neighboring word and of course context.
I Two way of guessing



Encoding

I Set of words
I Extra words at end of sentence extra encoding



Word similarity

I If we have only single layer of neurons
I We can find similar word which have the most similar weights
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